84% of leading Organizations have a
Multi-Cloud Strategy*
#1 Priority of CIO in cloud is Optimization

YOUR
BUSINESS:
ANYTIME,
ANYWHERE

Through 2020, 95% of Cloud Security failures
will be due to customer’s negligence*
Managing software licenses and its
complexities is a key concern of CIOs.
There is rapid rise in adoption of container
technologies (Docker®) in the cloud.

CLOUD SERVICES

*Source - Gartner

Cloud Services are augmenting every aspect of running your
business by providing agility and higher scalability. Cloud platforms
oﬀer several advantages over conventional On-Premise systems,
from lowering operating costs to enabling digital transformation.
Migrating to cloud is not a mere “lift and shift” of applications
and data. It’s a complex endeavour that involves meticulous
transition plan, cyber security management and reorganising
operations post migration.

In the journey of Cloud adoption, CIOs are often
are challenged with the following questions:
Do you have the right Cloud Strategy?
Which cloud platform is the best ﬁt for your
organisation?
Is your end to end infra (Cloud, WAN and Edge)
optimised for seamless user experience?
Have you adopted an integrated security
frame work from edge to cloud?

Your Potential,
Our Passion.

Make the right choice in partnering with a company that has the expertise and experience to
migrate your IT to the Cloud, protecting your business and prioritizing your needs.

YOUR

CLOUD

PARTNER

Netcon brings a unique blend of over a
decade experience in On-Premise large scale IT
infrastructure solutions and expertise in leading
cloud platforms to deliver an End to End (Edge to
Cloud) value proposition to our customers.

BE PROTECTED

BE FAST

BE EFFECTIVE

Our Cloud Services will
keep your business safe by
providing enhanced security
and risk assessment, and
will help you recover in an
emergency
by
helping
with backup and disaster
recovery.

Our Cloud Services are
guaranteed to increase
your speed to market,
enhance your agility, and
increase your network
performance.

A good Cloud Service will
improve your business
by making it more costeﬀective, be a catalyst for
innovation, and allow you
to grow by providing
higher scalability.

OUR EXPERTISE
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DevOps &
DevSecOps

Security &
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Kubernetes
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